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Overview
WildTrax was developed between The Bioacoustic Unit (BU) which
is a collaboration between the Bayne Lab at the University of
Alberta and the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute (ABMI).
The Bioacoustic Unit leads best practices for using acoustic
technology in Canada and participates in the application of wildlife
acoustic data to meet environmental management and research
needs. Our team is actively engaged in research to enhance our
methodologies and tools to better understand the natural acoustic
environment. Clients regularly partner with us to assist with their
wildlife monitoring needs. Our involvement varies from client to
client and spans the full range of services from simply providing
information to conducting a full research project on their behalf.
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Preamble and Scientific
Background
Environmental sensors are increasingly being used to monitor
environmental and ecological attributes across broad geographic
scales such as monitoring changes to biodiversity. These sensors
allow for automated data over extended periods of times, resulting
in the accumulation of large amounts of valuable data. The
Bioacoustic Unit has been continually improving data organization
and transcription methodologies since 2012. Through the support
of many staff members, graduate students, research associates,
developers and designers, the Bioacoustic Unit is proud to unveil the
newest sensor data portal, WildTrax. WildTrax is a fully integrated
system that allows users, project managers and citizen scientists to
interact with audio and visual sensor data like never before. WildTrax
allows for the discovery, access, use and distribution of these data.
This guide provides a protocol and platform for user-based
acoustic transcription using WildTrax. More information can be
found on wildtrax.ca or by contacting the WildTrax Coordinator.
WildTrax is a new system that is continually under development
while new methodologies and ways of transcribing acoustic
data are being discovered and tested. Check with your Project
Manager or Administrator for current updates to the system.

A Word from our Director
“There are a multitude of ways that data can be processed from
ARU recordings to provide data on density or occurrence of birds.
In standard point counts, people typically count the number of
individuals they hear. The issue with this approach is that some
individuals may not provide a cue that can be used by the observer to
detect the bird. This is called detection error. A number of statistical
approaches can be used to estimate detection error including time to
first detection of an individual or occupancy/n-mixture approaches.
Our approach to processing ARU data allows us to use either, time
to first detection models, or occupancy in that we record in 1-minute
intervals the time to first detection of each individual. This allows
us to better correct for detection error to provide more accurate
estimates of bird abundance. At the same time, this approach
allows us to create point counts of different lengths to make
comparisons to others who have used a different interval length.”

Dr. Erin Bayne
Director, Bioacoustic Unit

Materials Required
The following equipment and software are required
for acoustic data transcription using WildTrax:
•

Computer with stable, high-speed internet
connection, minimum screen size of 15”

•

Web browser (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox);
Internet Explorer is not recommended.

Contact the WildTrax Coordinator regarding headphone
specifications if you are unsure which models to use. Our
preferred make and models are the Sony MDR-V6 and Sennheiser
HD 280 Pro. Refer to Appendix 1 for more information.
We recommend making your browser full screen in order to view
the details of the spectrogram when conducting transcription tasks
on the Analysis Page. Ensure your browser is updated as well.
Headphones with the following specifications:
• Stereo
• Circumaural (fully enclosing the ear)
• Minimum frequency response: 20 – 20000 Hz
• No bass boost (flat frequency response)

General Site Structure and
Navigation
Signing up for WildTrax
Your project administrator will direct you to the login for WildTrax.
They are responsible for adding you to the project(s) for which you
will be transcribing. If you cannot see your assigned tasks, please
contact your Project Manager. Visit www.wildtrax.ca to Login.
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Figure 2

Navigating the User Dashboard Page
Once you have logged in, you will be brought to the Dashboard
Page (Figure 2). The Dashboard is an overview and centralized
location for all the sensors and projects to which you have access.
The items displayed on the Dashboard may be different depending
on your permission level and to which projects you have access.
Nevertheless, the Dashboard will contain, at minimum, the following:
• General statistics related to the projects you’re working on
• Notifications and important messages from
your Project Manager or Administrator
• Sensors to which you have permission to access (black box)
• Projects within the sensor to which you have permission to access
Once you’ve selected the Sensor you would like to work on, a list
of the different projects you have been assigned to, either by a
Project Manager or Administrator, will appear (Figure 2). Each
project will have associated metadata. This can include a project
description, project codes, project status, the year the project was
conducted, species identified, the numbers of total tasks and the
number of tasks completed. To see this additional information,
click the dropdown icon on the right side of the project box as
demonstrated in Figure 2. To move to a Project and your associated
tasks, click on the name of the project you would like to work on.

WildTrax User dashboard

Navigating the Project Page
When you arrive on the Project Page, you will again have project
statistics on the right-hand side including species identified,
completion of tasks and the number of open tasks. A list of your
recent and high profile tags for the project are indicated on the righthand side. The main menu will also describe the level of navigation
within WildTrax, the project title and a search bar that allows you
to jump between projects (Figure 3). The main component of the
Project Page is the list of tasks or the My Tasks section. There are
two primary functions to My Tasks: the filters and the list of tasks.
The filters allow you to refine the list of tasks that are available for
the project as sometimes you can have hundreds of tasks for a
project. This function makes it easier to find or prioritize particular
tasks. For example, your Project Manager or Administrator may ask
you to prioritize a certain method (see Table 1). You can also filter by
the tasks’ Status (see Table 2). The information about each task are
derived from the raw filename that was collected by the ARU. They
serve as the primary navigation tool in order to select the appropriate
task you wish to work on. Once these options are selected, you will
be sent to the Analysis Page with the correct task information.
Note: For most BU data sets, the identifying information
will be contained within the task name. Once the filters
are applied, the task list will shorten; from there you can
select the task in order to get to the Analysis Page.

Figure 3
WildTrax Project Page. The red
box depicts the project statistics
related to your tasks; the blue box
depicts where project specific
notification will be displayed; the
yellow box outlines your list of
tasks, their metadata, and status.
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Task Metadata
Project ID: Usually a 1-5 letter alphabetical code that is a
short-hand description of the project (e.g. Y =yellow rail,
AM = amphibian, CONI = common nighthawk, etc.)
Spatial Information (Clusters, Sites and Stations): Depending
on the scope and distribution of the sensors for a project, you
may encounter either a cluster, site, or station code on your
task. Clusters are the top level hierarchical structure, sites are
smaller, and a station always corresponds to a single point where
the sensor was located (i.e. an ARU). Each time a spatial unit is
defined, you will see a hyphen (“-“) between the different parts
of the task filename. Figure 4 is an example of how cluster, sites
and stations may look in space with corresponding codes.

Figure 4
Example of spatial
clustering of ARUs

Temporal Information (Recording Date and Time): As the sensors
record at specified dates and times, the temporal information is also
included in the task name. The temporal information is concatenated
in a long string of numbers that indicate the year, month, day and time
on a 24-hour clock separated by an underscore (“_”).Therefore, if you
have a task name of ABC-01-02-SE_20160703_050315 you will be
conducting an analysis on the following: Project ID = ABC, Cluster =
01, Site = 02, Station = SE, Date = July 3, 2016, Time = 5:03:15 AM.

Transcription Methods
Table 1
Current method descriptions (circa September 2018). No visual scans (NVS) specify that
all transcriptions made within the time interval specified must be made through traditional
transcription methodologies. See your Project Manager or Administrator for more details.

Methods

Description

1M NVS

1 minute analysis with no subsequent visual scans for species

3M NVS

3 minutes of analysis with detection histories in each minute
interval with no subsequent visual scans for species

5M NVS

5 minutes of analysis with detection histories in each minute
interval with no subsequent visual scans for species

10 FA

5 minutes of analysis with detection histories in each minute
interval with no subsequent visual scans for species

Task Status
Each task has a status description that is modified when the
user enters the Analysis Page. These are changed as tasks are
visited and completed during transcription. The status of the
task is also described on the Project Page and allows the user
to filter their tasks by, for example, ones that are In Progress
or filtering out ones that have already been completed. Table
2 describes the status descriptions in more detail and later
sections will describe how to change the status of the task.

Table 2
Task status descriptions

Status Code
NEW

Description
A new task that has not been visited or accessed yet

IN PROGRESS

A task where metadata and tags have been added. A task
will automatically switch to In Progress when you start
inputting data (see section on finalizing a task)

BAD WEATHER

The task has bad weather and was not transcribed

TRANSCRIBED

Transcription has been completed but can be edited later on if necessary

MALFUNCTION

The task has a technical issue; do not confound with Audio Quality

REVIEW

Flag your task for a project manager or administrator
to review your transcriptions

CLOSED*

Transcription has been completed and has been
locked from being accessed by the user

*Project Manager/Administrator access only
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Analysis Page
The Analysis Page is the heart of WildTrax. This is where you will complete your
assigned tasks, transcribing raw audio data into species detections. Figures 5
and 6 outline the primary structure and functions of the Analysis Page.

Figure 5
Analysis Page structure and functions

Analysis Page Overview
There are three main components to the Analysis Page (see Figure 6):
Navigation Toolbars : Various links and dropdowns are included
in this section. Here you can navigate back to the Project
page using the breadcrumb, see the title/ filename of the task
you’re working on, and change the status of a task.
Spectrogram Interface : The spectrogram is where you’ll be actively
annotating the species you detect. The tabs above the spectrogram
allow you to switch between the audio data and a map that pinpoints
the station’s geographic location. Photos of the station where the
data was collected are also provided to provide habitat context.
Logged Sounds : This is a running list of the detection history of
species and individuals in the recording that you have tagged. More
detail about the Logged Sounds table can be found in later sections.

Navigation Toolbars

Spectrogram
Interface

Logged Sounds

Figure 6
Overview of sections of
the Analysis Page

Adding Task Info
Clicking on the Show Info Panel button on the top right corner of the spectrogram shows
the Task Info table (Figure 7). The table contains the following fields that describe metadata
for the task such as listening volume, method and noise levels. These must be filled in
before the task is completed. Average noise assessments and audio quality are filled
in after the task transcription is complete (see later sections for more details).

Figure 7
Task Info table contains task level metadata fields
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Table 3
Task Info metadata fields

Field

Description

METHOD*

Describes the method by which you will transcribe the task
Describes the relative volume at which you are listening
to the task (see Appendix 1 for more details)

VOLUME

RAIN

Average rain noise level across the transcription interval (see
section on assessing abiotic noise for more details)

WIND

Average wind noise level across the transcription interval (see
section on assessing abiotic noise for more details)
Average chronic industrial noise level across the transcription interval
(see section on assessing abiotic noise for more details)

INDUSTRY

Average background industrial noise level across the transcription
interval (see section on assessing abiotic noise for more details)

NOISE
AUDIO QUALITY

Address a variety of audio issues with the task

COMMENTS

Any additional broad level comments about the task (e.g. errors)

*Field is locked to the user

Table 4
Hotkey properties

Hotkey
SPACEBAR

Description
Start/stop spectrogram playback

M

Skip ahead 10 seconds (fast forward)

Z

Move back 10 seconds (rewind)

SHIFT*
TAB
ENTER
ARROWS (UP, DOWN,
LEFT, RIGHT)

Creates a marker
Move between fields in tables
Select within a field
Navigate through markers

*More details in section on markers

Spectrogram Controls
and Analysis Support
Audio editing controls have been
implemented in WildTrax using hotkeys
allowing you to easily navigate through a
task. The Need Help? drop-down below
the spectrogram will remind you how to
use these controls at any time if you forget
(Figure 8). Table 4 describes the function of
each hotkey. You can also search through
this user guide using the documentation
search field in the same dropdown.

Species Tag
Raw acoustic data in WildTrax is transcribed by
drawing boxes around acoustic signals. Boxes are
the fundamental way that WildTrax differs from
many other audio tagging systems: they allow the
user to tag a species detection in real-time while
providing information about vocalization frequency
and length using the dimensions of the box (Figure
9). This information provides a larger dataset for
automated recognition software in the future.
WildTrax has been designed to allow the user to
interact with the spectrogram in two different ways
to tag species detections: boxes and markers +
boxes. When a box is drawn on the spectrogram, it
requires the user to complete the species metadata
right after it is created which pauses the recording
while the metadata is being added. In contrast, the
user can use markers to indicate where a signal is
detected without stopping the recording. The user
still needs to return to each marker, draw a box, and
enter the appropriate species metadata. WildTrax
offers these two different ways to tag species to
allow users to create their own flow for data entry.
Try both ways and see what works best for you!
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WTSP

COYE

OSFL
LCSP

Figure 9
Example of an annotated spectrogram. Indiviudals are tagged either by
boxes or markers throughout the transcription process.

Boxes for Annotation
When you have detected a signal, simply click and drag
on the spectrogram to create a box. Boxes should always
be made with the following specifications (see Figures
10-13 for the steps to complete tagging a box):
•

Always draw around the outside of the signal – do
not leave parts of the vocalization or sound
excluded from the box

•

Draw the box as “tight” as possible around the
signal – draw the box so that there isn’t much
space in the y- or x-axes

Once the box is drawn, the Add New Tag window will pop up
on the right-side of the spectrogram (Figure 11). This form is to
enter the species metadata associated to the box you drew.

Figure 10
How to draw a box around a signal

Figure 11
When a box is drawn, the Add New Tag window appears. This is where tag metadata is entered.
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Tag Metadata
The fields associated with each tag are as follows:
Species: This is where you will enter the species for the tag.
The field is a dropdown that operates through detecting text
either by the AOS code or the common name of the species.
Individual: This corresponds to uniquely identified individuals
of a species on the recording. In other words, if you hear two
Ovenbirds (OVEN), the first individual would be tagged as “1”
and the second OVEN as “2”. WildTrax has been designed to
automatically populate the Individual field as new data are
being entered. Therefore, if you forget to add in the Individual
number, the system will update it for you automatically.
Confidence: This column is for keeping track of songs
or calls that you want other observers to check. A set of
numerical codes correspond to the status of the tag. Use
this column in accordance with these guidelines:
• 0 – Default value – observer is confident
with the species identifications provided
• 1 – Unknown to be checked – observer cannot
identify the species and requires a check
• 5 – Unknown far – observer cannot identify the
species because it is too faint or degraded to identify
Abundance: This field stores abundance information
for each detection. It is broken down into two main
categories: for amphibians and for all other species.
Vocalization Type: This field describes the type of vocalization
each detected species/individual made. Vocalization type can
be changed for each individual in each minute interval as well.
Comments: Use this field liberally to make notes about
any of the songs or calls relating to the species in
questions, especially in the case of unknowns.

Figure 12
Tag metadata correctly entered. Click Save once complete.

Figure 13
Completed tag data entered and completed box tag. Note the species AOS
code and individual number in the top left-hand corner of the box.
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Abundance Estimation
Determining abundance for birds and mammals
When birds or mammals become hyper-abundant, the observer is indicating an
“uncountable” abundance of a particular species. This occurs most often with:
•

Flocking species, e.g. Canada Geese (CANG) or White-winged Crossbills (WWCR)

• Family grouping species, e.g. Black-capped chickadees
(BCCH), Gray Jays (GRAJ) or Grey Wolves (WOLF)
• Gregarious or high-density species, e.g. Chestnut-collared
Longspurs (CCLO) or Red-winged Blackbirds (RWBL)
In any case, the number of calling or singing individuals must be large enough that the observer cannot
pinpoint which individual is calling over time. This becomes especially important to consider when tracking
individuals. The chances of having uncountable abundance also depends on the species diversity and
number of signals in a recording; a higher abundance code may be the result of not being able to discern
individuals because there is too much acoustic activity. Always be conservative with abundance estimates
and do not default to a higher abundance for the ease of data entry, i.e. not tracking individuals.
Figure 14
An example of AC = 2
LeConte’s Sparrow (LCSP)

Table 6
Abundance codes for birds and mammals

Abundance Code

Description

1 (One)

One individual
Many individuals (“Too Many To Count”) – abundance estimate
must be provided in the comments in the form of AE: min-max

2 (TMTC)

Determining abundance for amphibians
Amphibians are always ranked by their call intensity (CI) rather
than by distinguishing individuals. Call intensity is used as a metric
for relative abundance and is adapted from the North American
Amphibian Monitoring Program (NAAMP) Amphibian Calling
Index (ACI) (2005). During the breeding season, many amphibians
congregate together making individual counts difficult. Therefore,
we use a common measure of estimating abundance. The
abundance codes used in the dropdown field are described in Table
7. Check out the images in FIgure 15 showing a CI3 Canadian Toad
(CATO; top), CI5 Boreal Chorus Frogs (BCFR) and a CI3 Western
Toad (WETO; centre) and a faint BCFR CI5 chorus (bottom).
Table 7
Abundance codes for amphibians

Abundance
Code

Description

3

CI1: Individual amphibians can be
counted; there is no overlapping of calls

4

CI2: Individuals can be distinguished
but there is some overlapping of calls

5

CI3: Full amphibian chorus; calls are
constant, continuous and overlapping

Figure 15
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Spectrogram showing the following
amphibian abundance codes: CI3 Canadian
Toad (CATO; top), CI5 Boreal Chorus Frogs
(BCFR) and a CI3 Western Toad (WETO;
centre) and a faint BCFR CI5 chorus (bottom).
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Individuals from bird and mammal
species should be differentiated wherever
possible. The AC = 2 designation should
only be used when you are certain you
can tell individuals apart, especially for
territorial species where there is 2-3
individuals within the detection radius
of the ARU but less commonly 5-6. If
you are unsure of how many individuals
you can tell apart, always use the
more conservative estimate. Following
the guidelines in Table 8 and Figure
16 will help to provide conservative
estimates. Practicing also helps!
When you are trying to tell more than 3-4
individuals apart, it is important to ensure
these individuals are tracked consistently
through each detection interval of the
method detection history. The number
of individuals that are identifiable is
often dependent on the vocalization
behaviour or life history (see Table 8).
Typically, multiple factors facilitate or
hinder the ability to properly discern >2
individuals. Estimating individuals (5+)
is entirely possible if individuals are:
1) territorial (separated spatially),
2) sedentary (not moving or not appearing
to move via spectrogram attributes
e.g. amplitude, song type, channel),

Multiple Common Yellowthroats (COYE) and Tennessee Warblers
(TEWA) can be found on this recording by their differences
in song type, timing, intensity and directonality.

The Yellow Warblers
(YEWA) and Sora
(SORA) in this
recording may be
considered AC=2 ; their
vocalizations are very
dense and difficult
to tell apart by any
criteria. Tracking them
would prove diffciult.

Two Canada Warblers (CAWA).
Notice the differences in
intensity and song type
which help to differentiate the
individuals.

3) have unique song attributes and
4) species richness on the recording
is low (no masking signals).

Figure 16

Nevertheless, the combination of all these
conditions is rare for most species.

Example sonograms showing differences in
song type, timing, intensity and directionality
that can be used to track individuals.

Table 8
Detection Methods

Detection Method

Description
Overlap between calls or songs

TIMING
Spacing between vocalizations

DIRECTIONALITY
INTENSITY

Even spacing = more likely
to be same individual
Uneven spacing = more likely
to be different individuals

Which channel the signal is being detected on
Amplitude of the signal
Differences in pitch, length, syllables and structure are all indicators

SONG TYPE

BEHAVIOUR

WildTrax.ca
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e.g.,, LEFL, YBFL

Jumbled or disjointed songs

e.g., AMRO, RBGR, vireos

Flocking: vocalizing and
moving together

e.g., crossbills, waxwings,
siskins, swallows, gulls, terns

Rapidly changing position

e.g., CONI, WISN
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Vocalization Types
Birds can produce many different vocalizations. In the case of passerines, the male territorial and mateattracting vocalization is known as a song. The song is somewhat unique to the order Passeriformes
(perching birds or songbirds) in that the syrinx is more developed and the vocalizations more melodious and
complex than a typical call. Without a doubt, there are many non-passerine species that give vocalizations
for mating or territorial purposes, however, the complexity and vocal control is dominated by the passerines.
In many bird studies, passerine song can be a justifiable measure for estimating the density and
population size of a species. This is because a male is known to 1) generally occupy the territory
it is singing in, 2) provide important information about its breeding status and 3) vocalize more
reliably than females. This of course is a generalization but can be applied in most cases.
In the current version of WildTrax, vocalizations are are categorized as either song, call or nonvocal. Arguably, this categorization is broad, however it helps to make the data for vocalization
types as parsimonious as possible. Many exceptions can, and do exist in the natural world. For
example, despite being passerines, all corvid vocalizations are calls, as both males and females can
produce them. Conversely, the Yellow Rail (YERA) is a non-passerine but the primary vocalization
(“tik-tik tik-tik-tik”) is always entered as song as the female does not produce the vocalization.
For the purposes of this system, we encourage you to follow these rules and ask
your Project Manger if you have any questions. The description and general usage
of the vocalization types are listed in Table 9 with more details in Table 10.

Table 9
Vocalization types and description

Vocalization Type

Description*

SONG

Male passerines mating and territorial vocalizations; nonpasserine uniquely male vocalizations; amphibians

CALL

Passerines call notes, corvid vocalizations, alarm calls,
begging calls; non-passerine vocalizations; mammals

NV

Non vocal sounds made by any taxa

*Descriptions of usage described in this table are generalizations. See Table 10 for more details.

Table 10
Detailed vocalization types and description

Vocalization Type

Species, Families, Phyla Included

SONG

Male passerine mating and territorial vocalizations;
Cuculiformes (cuckoos), American Bittern (AMBI),
Yellow Rail (YERA), Strigiformes (owls), amphibians

CALL

Anseriformes (ducks, waterfowl), Apodiformes
(swifts, hummingbirds), Caprimulgiformes (nightjars),
Charadriiformes (shorebirds, gulls, terns), Pelecaniformes
(herons, ibises, pelicans, cormorants), Columbiformes
(doves), Accipitriformes (hawks, accipiters), Falconiformes
(eagles, falcons), Coraciiformes (kingfishers), Piciformes
(woodpeckers), Galliformes (landfowl), Gruiformes
(cranes, rails - but see exceptions), Gaviiformes (loons/
divers), Podicipediformes (grebes), Sittidae (Nuthatches),
certain finches (Fringillidae), Chickadee, House Sparrow
Common occurences include doves (ROPI, MODO), nightjars
(CONI), snipe (WISN), duck wingbeats. Passerine fly-bys and
migrating geese wingbeats are not necessary to annotate.

NV

List subject to change and exceptions exist - check with your
Project Manager or Administrator for more details

Tracking Individuals
Certain methods (see Table 1) have thresholds for the transcription intervals. For example, in
a 1M NVS recording, all individuals and species will only need to be tagged once since there is
only one sampling interval. However, in a 3m NVS recording, all individuals and species will need
to be annotated in each minute interval. This methodology provides different kinds of data for
researchers. Within WildTrax, each interval is denoted by a solid red line on both channels. The tagging
interval will always be denoted by these red lines and in the method description of the task.
The rules for tracking signals over minute intervals follow roughly the same ones as estimating
abundance of individuals. As in Figure 17, the same Tennessee Warbler (TEWA) can be seen singing in
two minute intervals. The male is clearly the same one due to the 1) equal amplitude on both channels,
2) song structure and 3) timing. Some of these are not hard and fast rules; at first you will be required
to pay careful attention and be exposed to many different tasks before this can be as accurate as
possible. Consider the spatial and temporal context of the species, their life history and/or calling/
singing behavior before making a decision on whether the individual is the same one across minute
intervals. Above all, ask your Project Manager or Administrator if you are unclear of the process.
After you have entered your first tag, the Duplicate Tag Panel will pop up (see Figure 18). This will help to
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expedite your tags for species and individuals you’ve already found in the recording. Simply click
which Species | ID you’d like from the dropdown. If you want to annotate a new Species | ID, click
the New button which will bring you back to the Add New Tag panel. You can also change the
Vocalization Type of the individual within each minute interval; otherwise, leaving this field blank
will default to the first vocalization type you used. The system also has a built-in control that
doesn’t allow you to annotate the Species | ID combination twice within the same minute interval.

Figure 17
Example of a Tennessee Warbler (TEWA) vocalizing across minute intervals.
The blue arrow denotes the “minute marker” which appears at the beginning of
each minute interval. Once the box is created, the species code and individual
ID will appear as “CODE | INDIVIDUAL_ID” in the left-hand corner of the box.

Figure 18
Duplicate tag panel for annotating species across minute intervals

Markers - Tag Signals as you Listen
The second way a user can annotate a recording is through markers. Rather than the “stop and start”
method of drawing boxes, using the markers is a “rapid fire” way of finding species and individuals
throughout the necessary detection history of the task. To make a marker, simply start the recording
and press the SHIFT hotkey every time you want to mark a new species-individual detection. You
can make an unlimited amount of markers throughout the course of the recording, however, ensure
you are only making markers to unique individuals otherwise you may double-count things. A count
of how many markers you’ve made will be in the bottom right corner of the spectrogram (Figure 19).
When you’ve completed making all of the markers, use the arrow keys to navigate through each
marker. The UP arrow brings you to your first marker, the DOWN to the last, and the LEFT and
RIGHT markers allow you to jump through markers in sequence. At the point of each marker,
you will then draw a box following the same protocol as in previous sections. When you’ve
completed making your box, click the marker to delete it and move onto the next one.
Note, that in order for transcription to be completed, you must annotate all markers otherwise
you will not be able to move onto your next task. If markers remain on the spectrogram and
you try to change the Status of the recording you will be prompted with an error message.

Figure 19
Recording annotated with markers
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Tagging Exceptions
As ARUs do not discriminate the sounds they capture from the
environment, there are many signals that we do not record under
the WildTrax standard. You can do it any way you like! We tag
species that can convey suitable information for population and/
or occupancy data, for example. This includes passerine songs,
call notes that can be identified to species that are unique (e.g.
Swainsons Thrush, Red-winged Blackbird, Hermit Thrush and
signals that are not primary vocalizations but that are unique in
the way that they may convey important information about the
individual in the future. Think of example alarm calls from a raptor.
Here are some examples vocalizations that can
be ignored for tagging as they won’t convey
much information for tagging purposes:
•

Single occurences of a generic passerine call note

•

Faint/masked call notes

• Call notes that can be associated to a species singing in the
recording (use caution here and have confidence if doing this!)
• Non-vocal signals derived from a bird but that
does serve for territorial defense or mate-attraction
i.e. fluttering of wings or ducks wingbeats

Classifying Unknowns
There are degrees of uncertainty in identifying signals on a recording. Since vocalizing species make
a variety of different sounds, the ability of an observer to identify many hundreds of species and
all their vocalization types is learned over time. As an observer comes across a signal that they do
not recognize, it is classified as an unknown. It is important that these unknowns are incorporated
into the dataset similar to high confidence species detections. Unknowns occur because:
•

The signal is clear but it cannot be identified by the observer

•

The signal is too degraded, faint or masked

•

The signal is a non-descript short call note or alarm call

•

The signal is some other sound (i.e. abiotic)

Other than primary vocalizations (songs), passerines also have alarm calls, flight calls and call
notes. Using these as species identifiers is generally unreliable to track over detection histories.
Faint, generic and indistinct call notes can be overlooked when conducting transcription as they do
not provide much information to the occupancy or detectability of that individual over time; the BU
uses standardized replication at each station to account for these tendencies. Nevertheless, it is
possible with certain families like the thrushes and blackbirds to identify call signals to species.
As unknowns are detected they should be placed into sub-categories as best as possible, for
example, a triller should be identified as UNTL instead of UNPA (unknown passerine) or UNKN
(unknown) to refine how another observer or project manager will identify it later on. Be conservative
in the categorization process – if you’re not sure always revert to the more basal category. A list
of unknown categories can be found in Table 11. Some signals are too faint, degraded or masked
that they are likely not identifiable by unknown. These sounds are categorized into Confidence
= 5 in the Tag Info panel. The threshold of signal identification is dependent on many factors
including amplitude, signal complexity, observer skills and maskedness in the recording. It is
important to label these signals as Confidence = 5 as it means that the sound will not be checked
by another observer during QAQC processes. Figure 20 provides a flowchart of how unknowns
should be categorized. Granted, there are certain species complexes that cross over families
and genera of species – in this case the more conservative unknown code should be used.
Note, that it is important that a regular AOS species code never be used with confidence
= 5, this is strictly reserved for unknown categories. The idea is that 5 means the bird
is too faint or too masked to know what it is, so you cannot assign it a species!

Figure 20
Hierarchy of unknown classification
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Table 11
Task Info metadata fields

Unknown

Description

UNAC

Unknown accipiter (Accipitriformes)

UNAM

Unknown American Robin Complex (Passeriformes)

UNBL

Unknown blackbird (Icteridae)

UNBP

Unknown bird of prey (Accipitriformes, Falconiformes, Cathartiformes)

UNBT

Unknown black-backed or three-toed woodpecker (Piciformes)

UNCV

Unknown corvid (Corvidae)

UNDU

Unknown duck/waterfowl (Anseriformes)

UNFI

Unknown finch (Fringillidae)

UNFL

Unknown flycatcher/suboscine (Tyrannidae)

UNFR

Unknown frog

UNGU

Unknown gull (Laridae)

UNIC

Unknown crake/rail (Rallidae)

UNJA

Unknown jay (Corvidae)

UNKN

Unknown (generic)

UNMA

Unknown mammal

UNOW

Unknown owl (Strigiformes)

UNPA

Unknown passerine (generic)

UNQK

Unknown quack (generic, Anseriformes)

UNRE

Unknown redpoll (Fringillidae)

Unknown

Description

UNSA

Unknown sapsucker (Piciformes)

UNSH

Unknown shorebird (Charadriiformes)

UNSP

Unknown sparrow (Emberizidae)

UNSW

Unknown swallow (Hirundinidae)

UNTE

Unknown tern (Laridae)

UNTH

Unknown thrush (Turdidae)

UNTL

Unknown triller (Passeriformes)

UNVI

Unknown vireo (Vireonidae)

UNWA

Unknown warbler (Parulidae)

UNWO

Unknown woodpecker (Piciformes)

UNYE

Unknown yellowlegs (Charadriiformes)

Box Annotation
There are a minimum set of rules that users are required to follow to annotate signals using boxes.
As the system is still in development, stricter rules may be applied in the future. Your Project Manager
or Administrator will advise of any changes to box annotation rules as tasks are being completed.
Box dimension rules :
• Boxes will always be a minimum of 0.1 seconds and a maximum of 20 seconds long
as defined by the constraints of the maximum dimensions of the spectrogram
• Boxes will always have a minimum frequency of 0 Hz and a maximum frequency of
12,000 Hz as defined by the constraints of the maximum dimensions of the spectrogram
• Regardless of spectral coverage, a box must always have minimum
dimensions of 0.1 seconds and 200 Hz otherwise the box will automatically
disappear (in reality the box must have a minimum size of 5 x 5 pixels)
•

Boxes can be drawn one on top of another
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Box annotation rules (simplified) :
•

The box must always enclose the signal

• The box should be as “tight” as possible around
the signal leaving as little space as possible
• The box should capture important
vocalization patterns and repetitions
Box rules when AC > 1 :
• Amphibian calling intensity must always be captured
by a minimum box length of 5 seconds at the time of first
detection in each sampling interval the signal is detected
• High abundance mammals must always be captured
by a minimum box length of 5 seconds at the time of first
detection in each sampling interval the signal is detected
• When birds are AC > 1 (high abundance), the box must
be drawn to either encompass the minimum number of
individuals estimated by the AC code or the maximum length
of the spectrogram (20 seconds), whichever comes first.
Box rules for abiotic signals :
• Instantaneous annotation of abiotic noise must
respect the frequency and time domain of the signals
i.e. a LIWI box must represent a light wind signal only
• Time (or length) of the box must be
representative of the domain of the abiotic signal
up to maximum of 5 seconds in length
• Frequency (or height) of the box must be
representative of the domain of the abiotic signal
• Boxes must respect the time of first detection rule
such that abiotic signals are annotated when they first occur
in a minute interval regardless of biotic interference. Abiotic
signals must also be tracked across minute intervals.
Helpful tip! If the recording is beginning to get full
with boxes or you’d like to draw a box within a box,
click CTRL and the boxes on the right channel
will disappear giving you a blank slate!

Editing a Tag
At any time during the transcription, you can edit the information stored for each
tag either by clicking on the box, or visiting the Logged Sounds Table (see later
section). Once you click on the box, you can change the dimensions or change
the metadata for any of the fields in the Update Tag panel (Figure 21). You can
even change the species code of the tag in case it was, for example, accidentally
misidentified or you wanted to change it to an unknown. Or delete the tag altogether!

Figure 21
Editing a tag and the Update Tag panel
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Assessing Abiotic Noise Sources
The ARUs do not discriminate noise sources, including weather-related and anthropogenic noise.
We need to assess these noise sources as it affects species detection. Certain recorders can be
placed very close to industrial features such as compressor stations where noise is almost constant
throughout the entire recording (i.e. motors, fans, engines). Others were located near busy roads
where noise is variable (i.e. traffic). Other noise sources can also be biotic such as bugs flying past
the microphones. All these noise sources have their own sound signatures and are identifiable by
a trained ear and by viewing the spectrogram. Keep in mind that the assessment of noise can be
made both through frequency and/or amplitude. Even faint broad-scale sounds will affect species
detection, whereas a loud low-frequency sound can also trick the ear into missing biotic signals.

Noise Source Descriptions and Processes
The BU defines two different noise source types: chronic and intermittent. They describe
whether a noise source is occurring consistently throughout a recording or if the noise
source is temporary. Chronic noise sources are classified into four broad categories:
•

Rain

•

Wind

• Industry – Chronic industrial noise is specific to anthropogenic noise sources on the
landscape that are stationary such as compressors, pump-jacks and central processing facilities.
• Background – The background noise category describes chronic noise that do
not fall into the other categories such as flowing water, thunder or insect swarms.
Intermittent noise sources are anthropogenic noises that are either temporary or pass by
the recorder momentarily. This can be traffic from a highway, a plane flying overhead or
deterrents from an industrial site. Tables 12 and 13 describe the chronic and intermittent
noise source codes, their descriptions, and the frequency ranges where they can be detected.
Be sure to note the differences in anthropogenic noise sources before continuing and how
these data are entered. Furthermore, ARUs produce a certain amount of static from the unit
itself – do not record this static as noise because it occurs on all recordings. Older models
of ARUs have a lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that will increase this static level.
Assessing the noise on a recording involves two steps: 1) conducting instantaneous
detection histories and 2) creating an average over the recording.
1) Tag abiotic noises according to their detection interval on a recording, this will
typically be in the standard one-minute interval just as you would for birds and amphibians.
See Figure 22 for examples of abiotic tags. Abiotic tags should always be a minimum of 5
seconds if the source is continuous, or the maximum duration of the event, in the case of

say a car driving past. Tags should also be made in the frequency range of the event (i.e.
heavy winds may box the maximum dimensions of the spectrogram on the y-axis). We
use four-letter codes similar to AOS designations to record rain, wind, chronic industrial,
intermittent anthropogenic and other background noise sources (Tables 12 and 13).
2) Create an average level based on each chronic source of noise throughout the
transcription interval. These averages will be entered in the Task Info panel after all species
metadata has been entered during the according transcription interval. This will allow for a
more general assessment of the average noise across the transcription interval. If there is
variability in intensity for one kind of chronic noise type, only change the average if the different
intensity is present 1/3 of the time or greater. For example, if there is light wind (LIWI) and
it only increases to heavy wind (HEWI) for 10 seconds out of 3 minutes, the average wind
level would still be LIWI or 1. However, if 2 minutes of the recording are LIWI and the other 1
minute was HEWI, an average level of 2 or MOWI may be more appropriate. Rain intensities
rarely change throughout shorter transcription intervals, nevertheless they can occur.

Bad Weather Recordings
As wind, rain and industrial noise increase in intensity and frequency, biotic sounds are
harder to detect and accuracy with species identification decreases. With certain tasks, you
will be asked to avoid recordings where wind, rain and background abiotic noise is above a
certain threshold (usually moderate). Tasks with even the heaviest chronic industrial noise
should always be processed unless noted by your Project Manager or the Administrator.
The first step is to quickly check if the task will be appropriate for conducting an analysis
based on the noted noise threshold. Sometimes this can be very easy (e.g. recording
will have obvious heavy rain), other times you may need to scroll quickly through the
recording to check. Once this has been done, you can either proceed with the transcription
or change the Status of the recording to “Bad Weather” and move onto the next task.
For current BU tasks, the weather threshold is moderate rain and/or wind.
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Table 12
Intermittent noise categories

Noise Type

Traffic

Trains

Planes

Deterrents

Code

Description

Frequency (Hz)

LITR

Distant traffic – does not affect
ability to detect species

20-500

MOTR

Moderate traffic noise – affects
ability to detect distant species
and muffles nearby species

20-2,000

HETR

Traffic very close/loud – no birds
detectable as traffic passes

20-10,000

LITN

Distant trains – does not affect
ability to detect species

20-500

MOTN

Moderate train noise – affects
ability to detect distant species
and muffles nearby species

20-2,000

HETN

Trains very close/loud – no birds
detectable as trains pass

20-8,000

LIAI

Distant planes – does not affect
ability to detect species

20-200

MOAI

Moderate plane noise – affects
ability to detect distant species
and muffles nearby species

20-1,000

HEAI

Planes very close/loud – no birds
detectable as planes pass

20-4,000

LIDT

Distant deterrents – does not
affect ability to detect species

20-1,000

MODT

Moderate deterrents noise – affects
ability to detect distant species
and muffles nearby species

20-2,000

HEDT

Deterrents very close/loud – no birds
detectable as deterrents are triggered

20-4,000

Table 13
Chronic noise categories

Noise Type

Rain

Code

Level
0

No rain

2

LIRA

1

Light rain present – affects the ability to hear
distant/faint species; seldom hits microphones

20-15,000

MORA

2

Heavy rain present – significantly
affects the ability to detect species,
very frequently hits microphones

20-15,000

HERA

3

Heavy rain present – significantly
affects the ability to detect species,
very frequently hits microphones

20-15,000

-

0

No wind

-

LIWI

1

Light wind present – usually detected
by rusting leaves, creaking trees; affects
ability to detect distant/faint species

Variable depending
on direct (blowing
into mics) or indirect
(fluttering leaves) wind

MOWI

2

Moderate wind present – begins to muffle
microphones (decibel spikes; begins
to affect nearby species detection

Variable depending on
direct or indirect wind

HEWI

3

Heavy wind present – microphones spikes or
broadband “wind static” exists; significantly
affects ability to detect nearby species

Variable depending on
direct or indirect wind

-

0

No industrial noise

-

LINO

1

Faint industrial noise (e.g. low hum
from a compressor) – affects
distant/faint species detection

20-500

2

Moderate industrial noise (e.g. a pump-jack
whirring, distant processing plants) – begins
to affects nearby species detections

20-1,500

3

Heavy industrial noise (e.g. loud
processing plants or compressors) –
significantly affects species detections

20-4,000

Industry
MONO

HENO

|

Frequency (Hz)

-

Wind
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Noise Type

Code

Level

Description

Frequency (Hz)

-

0

No background noise

-

LIBA

1

Faint background noise (e.g. a babbling
brook, distant thunder rumbles) – affects
detection of distant/faint species

Variable depending
on noise source

MOBA

2

Moderate background noise (e.g. louder water
flowing, bugs flying past microphones) –
begins to affects nearby species detections

Variable depending
on noise source

HEBA

3

Heavy background noise (e.g. a
waterfall or swarm of insects)

Variable depending
on noise source

Background

Figure 22
Examples of abiotic tags
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Logged Sounds Table - Reviewing Detections
Every time a tag is made, the information is saved below the spectrogram in the Logged Sounds Table.
This is a running list of all of the detections that are currently in the task (Figure 23). The Logged Sounds
Table allows you to keep track of the species and individuals that are already made and allow another
place to edit tags. Components of the Logged Sounds Table include the species code, the minute
intervals where the species was detected (where applicable depending on method), the abundance,
the vocalization type of the species (shaded in different colours to allow ease of visualization) and
the confidence of the identification. If you hover over a coloured cell, you can also see the the second
within the minute interval that the box was created, and by clicking on the cell, WildTrax will transport
you directly to the part of the spectrogram where the species was detected and will play the recording.
This will also open the Update Tag panel. Clicking on the pencil icon beside the Confidence field will
also allow you to navigate back to the species detection and make edits in the Update Tag panel.
The switch just below the Logged Sounds title (Play Mode: Auto / Manual) allows you
to switch between auto-playing the recording when you navigate to a tag.

Figure 23
Logged Sounds table

Finalizing a Task and Updating Status
When you’ve completed making all of the tags and you wish to move to another task,
head back up to the top of the page to the Navigation toolbar. Here, you will change the
task to Transcribed and then click on the Next Task icon. This will bring you to the next
task in alphabetical order that is in your My Tasks list on the project page.
There are other options you can choose from in order to annotate the status of the task; for example if you
wish to leave the task but tags have not been completed, click “In Progress” (Note: that by automatically
creating a tag in any task, the status will automatically change to In Progress as a reminder that you visited
the task). Review indicates you’d like a Project Manger to review the recording - only use this status if you
are feeling unconfident about the entire recording and not just one or two species (using the confidence = 1
for a tag will flag that anyways). It’s entirely possible you may go through the whole recording and not hear
anything - that’s OK! Just make sure to change the Status to “Transcribed” after you’ve completed listening.
Refer to previous sections on the usage of the “Bad Weather” status.

Figure 24
Task status panel
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Appendix 1
Headphone Calibration

Volume and Detection

Occupational Health And
Safety - Hearing Safety

The volume at which recordings are
listened to may affect the number
of species and individuals that are
detected. The playback volume that
each individual chooses on their
own will be affected both by the
gain (loudness) of the recording
and the comfort level of the listener.
Some people have a tolerance
for louder headphone volume
than others for a period of time.
To account for these differences
between observers, we need to play
recordings at standardized volumes
that are safe and comfortable.
At the same time, recordings
have different gain levels due to
species and signal proximity.

NB - These are Bioacoustic Unit
standards and recommendations
but are not obliged to be
used in WildTrax.
Headphone volume can reach
levels that are damaging to human
hearing. As transcription can take
place for 4-8 hours a day, we need
to ensure that volume does not
exceed levels that would cause
hearing damage. Both acute
and chronic loud noise sources
can cause hearing damage.
Occupational Health and Safety
(http://www.ccohs.ca/ohsanswers/
phys_agents/exposure_can.html)
requires that hearing protection be
worn if workplace noise exceed 85
dB (A-weighted) over the course
of the work day. A-weighted sound
levels are artificially adjusted to
match the biased hearing spectrum
of the human ear. Mid-range,
high amplitude frequencies are of
most concern during transcription
work as the Transfer Function of
the Open Ear can amplify these
frequencies by up to 15 dBA
between the outside of the ear and
the ear drum. Large amphibian
choruses, for example, would cause
hearing damage if listened to at
too high a volume. Always start
listening to a recording at a lower
volume and turn it up as needed.

For example, an amphibian chorus
right beside the recorder will
result in a louder recording that
if the amphibian chorus was 200
m away. Conversely, owls have
very low frequency calls and are
detected over great distances
– sometimes they are only
detectable on fairly quiet recordings
if the volume is turned higher.
Fundamentally, the detectability
of a species is determined by
the signal-to-noise ratio of the
recorder and the amplitude of the
signal. Using identical volume
levels for amphibian choruses
as for far away owls would
be detrimental to hearing.

Computer and Headphone
Calibration

Computer and headphone
calibration will provide a unique
combination for each user.
Once standardized, the volume
level at which you listen with
your unique combination will
match those of any other user.
Materials Required
• Headphones with the
following specifications
o

Stereo

o Circumaural
(fully enclosing the ear)
o

No bass boost

o Minimum frequency
response 20 – 20,000 Hz
(more is acceptable)
•

3000 Hz, 25 dB test tone

• A-weighted
calibrated sound pen

Instructions
Important: do not place
headphones on ears for this
exercise. Choose a quiet room with
no external noises may affect the
sound level picked up by the pen
(typically reading 45 dBA or less).
• Place cups of headphones
against each other and place the
sound pen in-between so that it
is snug (not affected by external
sounds) centered in the middle of
the headphones. A rubber band
can help to hold the headphones

Appendix 1 cont’d
together. The pen will be placed
in three different positions (see
Figure): sideways, from the
bottom of the headphones and
from the top of the headphones.

helping very much to differentiate
the biotic signals from the noise.

• Play the test tone at a
volume on your computer that
gives you an output as close to
50 dBA as possible. Note the
volume setting on your in the
according datasheet at the position
which the sound pen is sitting.
o PCs will note this
volume setting in percentage (%)
o Mac users will note this
volume setting by the interval bars
• Continue to play the test tone
for each target dBA value until your
computer reaches it maximum
output volume. Do not artificially
inflate this by changing any default
volume settings on your computer
(i.e. pre-amps). Enter all values for
each volume setting and sound
pen position in the datasheet.
After calibration, note the computer
volume value at which you have
for different volume levels, for
example 2 = 62 dBA = 22% (PC) or
3 intervals (Mac). At any point, do
not listen to any files, even quiet
night-time recordings over volume
level 8. Level 8 is sufficient to detect
most birds and will protect your
ears from hearing loss. An increase
in volume will also increase the
background static will can be
damaging to your ears without
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